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Radio pulsars are thought to spin-down primarily due to torque from
magnetic dipole radiation (MDR) emitted by the time-varying stellar magnetic
eld as the star rotates. This assumption produces a ‘characteristic age’ for a
pulsar which has generally been assumed to be comparable to the actual age.
Recent observational limits on the proper motion of pulsar B1757{24, however,
revealed that the actual age (> 39 kyr) of this pulsar is much greater than its
MDR characteristic age (16 kyr) { calling into question the assumption of pure
MDR spin-down for this and other pulsars. To explore the possible cause of this
discrepancy, we consider a scenario in which the pulsar acquired an accretion
disk from supernova ejecta, and the subsequent spin-down occurred under the
combined action of MDR and accretion torques. A simplied model of the
accretion torque involving a constant mass accretion rate can explain the age
and period derivative of the pulsar for reasonable values of the pulsar magnetic
eld and accretion rate. We discuss testable predictions of this model.




PSR B1757{24 is a 0.125 s radio pulsar which appears to be associated with the
supernova remnant G5.4{1.2 (Caswell et al. 1987). The pulsar is surrounded by a compact
radio nebula having a cometary morphology with a tail extending back into the supernova
remnant (Frail, Kassim, & Weiler 1994) { strongly suggesting that the pulsar was formed
in the supernova which produced G5.4{1.2 (Manchester et al. 1991). Assuming that the
pulsar’s characteristic age is similar to its true age, the transverse velocity implied by
the pulsar’s displacement from the apparent center of the G5.4{1.2 is greater (Gaensler
& Frail 2000; Frail & Kulkarni 1991) than 1500 km s−1. Observations of PSR B1757{24
taken six years apart, however, failed to detect the expected proper motion from the
pulsar, yielding a distance-independent lower limit on the age of PSR B1757{24/G5.4{1.2
of 39, 000 yr (Gaensler & Frail 2000). This is much higher than the pulsar characteristic
age τ = −Ω/(2 _Ω)  16, 000 yr, where Ω = 2pi/P and _Ω = −2pi _P/P 2 are the angular spin
frequency and angular frequency derivative for a pulsar spin period P and period derivative
(Taylor, Manchester, & Lyne 1993) _P = 1.28 10−13, respectively. This characteristic age
is derived by assuming pure magnetic dipole spin-down in vacuo, which also yields a surface
magnetic eld strength B = 3.2 1019(P _P )1/2 G (Manchester & Taylor 1977).
The discrepancy between the proper motion age and the characteristic MDR age of
PSR B1757{24 suggests that the spin-down of the pulsar is not due purely to MDR but
also has signicant contributions from other sources of torque. One possible source of extra
torque on the neutron star is via accretion from a disk of material accreted from ejecta
produced in the supernova explosion. These fallback disks may be roughly divided into two
categories: \prompt" and \delayed". Prompt disks may be formed from  0.001− 0.1M
(Lin, Woosley, & Bodenheimer 1991) of ejecta material soon after the initial core collapse
in a type II supernova explosion (Woosley & Weaver 1995). Formation of such prompt
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disks is probably limited to < 7 days after the core collapse because of heating of the ejecta
(Chevalier 1989) by 56Ni. Delayed disks may form years after the explosion from ejecta
decelerated by radiative cooling (Fryer, Colgate, & Pinto 1999) or by a strong reverse shock
(Truelove & McKee 1999) caused by the primary supernova blast wave impinging on dense
circumstellar material from the pre-supernova stellar wind (Gaensler 1999). Whether or
not a neutron star accretion disk can form shortly after a supernova explosion depends on
the opposing forces of the pulsar MDR wind and the pressure of the hot and turbulent
environment shortly after the explosion. Since the latter is highly uncertain (Woosley &
Weaver 1995), for the purposes of this Letter we assume that a disk can form around a
neutron star under these conditions and explore the implications for PSR B1757{24.
2. Accretion Disk Spindown
An accretion disk around a magnetized neutron star can exert a spin-down torque on the
star if the accretion rate is low and the magnetic eld is strong. Quantitatively, this condition
is met when the Keplerian co-rotation radius (Lipunov 1992) Rc = 1.7 108P 2/3 cm is less
than the magnetospheric radius (Frank, King, & Raine 1992) RM = 4.6 108B4/712 _m−2/715 cm,
where _m = 1015 _m15 g s
−1 is the accretion rate onto the magnetosphere and B = 1012B12 G
is the strength of the neutron star magnetic eld (assumed dipole). Here and elsewhere we
assume a neutron star mass and radius of M = 1.4M and R = 10 km, respectively. When
RM > Rc, infalling material is stopped at the magnetosphere and encounters a centrifugal
barrier which prevents accretion onto the neutron star surface. Instead the accreting
material may be accelerated away in a wind which carries away angular momentum from
the magnetosphere and hence the neutron star itself (Wang & Robertson 1985). This
\propeller eect" (Illarionov & Sunyaev 1975) spin-down mechanism has been invoked to
explain the behavior of some Galactic accretion{powered x{ray pulsars (Cui 1997; Zhang
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& Yu 1998), the spin-evolution of AXPs (van Paradijs, Taam, & van den Heuvel 1995;
Chatterjee, Hernquist, & Narayan 2000) and SGRs (Alpar 2000; Marsden et al. 2000), and
the optical and infrared spectra of some radio pulsars (Perna, Hernquist, & Narayan 2000).
The 0.125s pulsar B1757{24 is in the propeller regime (RM > RC) for mass accretion
rates of _m > 1012 g s−1 and a canonical (Manchester & Taylor 1977; Taylor, Manchester,
& Lyne 1993) neutron star magnetic eld of < 1013 G. Since the characteristic age for an
old (> 10 kyr) pulsar depends only weakly on the initial spin period (Manchester & Taylor
1977), we neglect the dierent formation times of the delayed and prompt fallback disks,
and assume that the spin-down evolution of the pulsar at all times is determined by the
combined torque of both the MDR and the accretion disk. The spin-down rate due to






where I = 25MR
2
 is the neutron star moment of inertia. The spin-down rate due to the
accretion torque vanishes gradually (Chatterjee, Hernquist, & Narayan 2000; Alpar 2000)





s. For the ranges of B and _m which will be considered here, pulsar B1757{24 is far from
spin-equilibrium (RM >> Rc) and the spin-down rate due to the accretion torque is simply
(Wang & Robertson 1985)





where k is a constant of order unity (Wang & Robertson 1985). Assuming a constant
accretion rate and dipole magnetic eld, the characteristic age for a nal spin period


















where Ω0 is the initial angular frequency, and the constants b = − _ΩM/Ω3 and a = − _ΩA/Ω.
A more realistic expression for the accretion torque would incorporate a time dependent
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accretion rate (Cannizzo, Lee, & Goodman 1990) in equation (2), and therefore the _m used
here may be thought of as a time-averaged value of the accretion rate.
A contour plot of the pulsar B1757{24 characteristic age for various values of the
magnetic eld strength B and accretion rate _m is show in Figure 1. The characteristic ages
were calculated using equation (3) and assuming P = 0.125 s, P0 = 10 ms, and k = 1. In
this simple model, the allowed values of B and _m for pulsar B1757{24 lie on the heavy
solid line corresponding to the observed2 P and _P . In addition, the shaded region of
parameter space in Figure 1 is excluded by the upper limit on the proper motion upper and
its corresponding lower limit on the age (Gaensler & Frail 2000). Also shown on Figure 1
are contours of the pulsar braking index (Manchester & Taylor 1977) n = ΩΩ¨/ _Ω2. Figure
1 indicates that characteristic ages of  40− 80 kyr, which are consistent with the proper
motion upper limit for pulsar B1757{24, can be obtained for mass accretion rates and pulsar
magnetic elds in the range  1014−1017 g s−1 and  1.5−0.11012 G, respectively. These
required accretion rates are rather modest compared to those of known accretion{powered
neutron star systems (Bildsten et al. 1997), and the total accreted mass over the lifetime
(so far) of pulsar B1757{24 would be _mτ  10−7 − 10−4M { a tiny fraction of the total
amount of ejecta in a typical Type II supernova explosion (Woosley & Weaver 1995).
3. Predictions of the Model
This hypothesis can be tested by multiwavelength observations. If there is an accretion
disk around pulsar B1757{24, the thermal bremsstrahlung emission from hot plasma at the
magnetospheric radius could be visible in soft x{rays with an estimated (Wang & Robertson
1985) temperature of  10 keV. If instead the emission is due to a compact synchrotron
nebula, as in rotation-powered pulsars (Seward & Wang 1988), then the x{ray spectrum will
be a non-thermal power law with a photon index Γ  2. At a distance of 5 kpc (Gaensler
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& Frail 2000) to the pulsar, this thermal emission emission component could be detectable
with the sensitive x{ray telescopes aboard XMM or Chandra. Cooler disk blackbody
emission could also be visible at optical and infrared wavelengths (Perna, Hernquist, &
Narayan 2000). Pulsar timing measurements also provide a crucial opportunity to test this
model. As seen in Figure 1, a pulsar braking index n < 1.2 is required for consistency
with the lower limit (Gaensler & Frail 2000) on the pulsar age, and excess pulsar \timing
noise" (Arzoumanian et al. 1994) would be expected from pulsar B1757{24 if the dominant
spin-down torque is due to accretion. Unfortunately, measurement of n is complicated by
the presence of timing noise, which usually manifests itself in a large value of Ω¨ in the
pulsar timing solutions (Arzoumanian et al. 1994). Large amounts of timing noise were in
fact observed during an early observation (Frail & Kulkarni 1991) of the pulsar, and the
anomalously high value of n = 38  5 has been measured (Taylor, Manchester, & Lyne
1993) for PSR B1757{24. More radio observations are needed to quantify the timing noise,
and we encourage additional observations at other wavelengths as well to constrain the
physics of this pulsar.
4. Summary
We have shown that the addition of torques from an accretion disk can explain the
descrepancy between the MDR timing age of PSR B1757{24 and its true age. The accretion
disk model for pulsar B1757{24 leaves open the question of whether or not pulsar B1757{24
is an unusual and rare object or if it instead reflects a generic feature in the evolution of
neutron stars. If the former is true, the accretion model removes the need (Gaensler & Frail
2000) to revise our current understanding of the physics and astrophysics of neutron stars
because of this single pulsar. If the latter is true, however, the evolution of pulsars will have
to be reconsidered to take into account the influence of accretion disk torques. Observations
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of young pulsars associated with supernova remnants may hold the key towards resolving
this question, because the pulsar ages can be constrained independently of the pulsar
temporal parameters.
This work was performed while one of the authors (DM) held a National Research
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Fig. 1.| FIG. 1 The discrepancy between the magnetic dipole radiation (MDR) age of 16
kyr and the proper motion age of > 39 kyr may resolved by the addition of \propeller"
torque due to an accretion disk. This is shown by the plot of the characteristic age of pulsar
B1757{24 versus the neutron star magnetic eld strength B and mass accretion rate _m,
assuming a combined spin-down torque due to both magnetic dipole radiation (MDR) and
an accretion disk formed from supernova debris. The allowed combinations of B and _m fall
on portions of the heavy solid line (corresponding to the observed period and spin-down rate
of the pulsar) lying outside the shaded area excluded by upper limits on the pulsar proper
motion. Contours of the pulsar’s characteristic age are denoted by the dashed lines, and the
dotted lines show contours of the pulsar braking index n.

